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#EAERE2022: Registrations open!

We are happy to invite you to the 27th EAERE Annual Conference, to be held from the **28 June to 1 July 2022**. The Conference will take place at the PalaCongressi of Rimini, a lively and easily reachable location on the Italian Adriatic coast. The event will take place in person, while allowing for online participation to a restricted number of sessions. **Registrations are still open!** Apply [here](https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vnx5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qtz1NCLM). Early registration deadline: **30 April 2022**.

Find out all about the Conference keynote speakers, pre-conference events and much more on the dedicated website!

#EAERE2022 Job Market: applications open

Visit [https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vnx5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qtz1NCLM](https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vnx5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qtz1NCLM)
The European Job Market for Environmental and Resource Economists aims to offer the two sides of the market - institutions with open positions and candidates looking for a job - a virtual place to look for the best match. Candidates, universities, public and private institutions and corporations taking part in the Conference are invited to apply to participate in the Job Market. The EAERE website will host a web page showcasing job market candidates’ and recruiters’ profiles. Job market candidates and recruiters will freely interact. Interviews will be arranged individually between recruiters and candidates in a separate environment (virtually or in person) convened by the parties. Apply [here](https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vnx5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qtz1NCLM) by 15 June 2022!

---

Endorse the Statement on the EU’s legislative proposals on climate change by signing it!

The [Policy Outreach Committee (POC)](https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vnx5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qtz1NCLM) of EAERE prepared a statement on the EU's legislative proposals on climate change that is presented for endorsement to the whole scientific community in Europe and worldwide. The statement aims to draw the attention of policy-makers and public opinion on the implications of the legislative package and on some key challenges that need to be addressed in the future. While the package can be further improved, it takes a step in the right direction if we want to raise the ambition of the European climate policy and achieve climate neutrality by mid-century. A rapid implementation of more ambitious policies is of crucial importance to fulfill our commitments, particularly after COP26. The Statement has currently been officially translated into: Finnish, French, German, Greek, Italian, Polish, Spanish and Swedish.

Read and sign the Statement [here](https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vnx5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qtz1NCLM)!

---

Join EAERE as institutional member!

**Join EAERE as an institutional member in calendar year 2022!**

Institutional membership is open to associations, and public and private institutions which operate in fields connected with the aims of the Association or which pursue the aims and materially support the activities of the Association or individual initiatives promoted by the Association, by providing human, organisational or financial resources. Incomes from institutional membership fees will be used exclusively and completely to further the aims of the Association. **In addition to its usual rich portfolio, as of year 2022 EAERE is offering also two complimentary 2022 individual memberships in EAERE to Ph.D. students!** Join us by clicking [here](https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vnx5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qtz1NCLM).

We take this opportunity to thank our [Institutional Members](https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vnx5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qtz1NCLM) from outstanding institutions worldwide.

Check the list of EAERE Institutional Members [here](https://a1d0g2.emailsp.com/f/rnl.aspx/?fdf=xwxnw_f.ee=o_gj8=vnx5&&x=pv&19.=ikf1g:0641c.ie&x=pp&rw3a:919e_c0e=qtz1NCLM)
#EAERE2022 Pre-conference workshop on "Green Bonds and Environmental Finance"

The need of moving financial investments towards green and environmentally sustainable projects has attracted both institutional and private investors in recent years. How to finance the sustainable transition of economies, finding feasible incentives and promoting green products to attract funds has become a priority. The workshop 'Green Bonds and Environmental Finance' will explore these matters on 27 June 2022, both onsite, at the Rimini Campus, and online. All information can be found on the Conference website.

#EAERE2022 Pre-conference workshop on "The economics of a just and equitable transition"

The aim of this workshop is to discuss how methods in environmental and resource economics can contribute to assessing and quantifying the impact of the low carbon transition on certain parts of society. It will present approaches to identify policies that can be put in place to correct pre-existing and transition-induced inequalities. The workshop, taking place on 27-28 June 2022 in a hybrid format, will thus focus on issues related to employment, distributional impacts of policies and climate risks, and public acceptance for the climate transition. All information can be found on the Conference website. Registration link will be available in a couple of weeks.

EAERE POC event at SoU 2022

The 12th edition of The State of the Union (SoU) organised by the European University Institute will be held from 5 to 7 May 2022 and will focus on the future of the European Union. Among the three events related to climate change, a POC event will be held on Thursday 5 May 2022, 17.15-18.15: “Climate Neutrality and Social Sustainability” chaired by Simone Borghesi (EAERE POC and EUI) with E. Somanathan (Indian Statistical
AERE 2022 Summer Conference

Leading environmental and natural resource economists from across the globe will gather for three days of outstanding academic programming in a collegial atmosphere at the AERE 2022 Summer Conference from Wednesday, 1 June to Friday, 3 June 2022, at the Hyatt Regency Miami in Miami, Florida. Participation is encouraged from academic, public, and private sector environmental and resource economists as well as from graduate students. The conference will begin on Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. ET with a plenary session on environmental justice research in economics, followed by a welcome reception. The academic program will follow on Thursday and Friday and include a keynote address by Rob Mendelsohn. View the Program-at-a-Glance>

New this year! AERE is offering limited virtual access (plenary sessions, 1-2 paper sessions in each parallel session time slot). Learn more here.

10th IAERE and 1st MED-IAERE Conference

For the 10th birthday of the Italian Association of Environmental and Resource Economists (IAERE), the Annual Conference comprised two events. The Tenth IAERE Annual Conference featured a surprisingly wide attendance, both in person and online, and hosted two highly reputed keynote speakers, Maria Loureiro and Timo Goeschl. The IAERE Conference was followed by the first MED-IAERE Conference, intended to gather national associations of environmental economists and experts in the area of the Mediterranean. Various specific parallel sessions were followed by two round tables, hosting high level experts and country representatives, and by a highly stimulating keynote speech by Carlo Carraro. A poster session, focusing on international research projects relevant for the Mediterranean area, completed the program.

Additional content, updates and images will follow on the IAERE website. Stay tuned, and... Happy Birthday IAERE!
Launch of the 2nd Report of the SDSN’s Senior Working Group on European Green Deal

On May 3rd the SDSN’s Senior Working Group on European Green Deal will launch the 2nd Annual Report, entitled “Financing the Transformations for the Joint Implementation of Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development and the European Green Deal” which provides an overview of the EU policies published since 2020 in support of the implementation of the European Green Deal; explores the financial implications of the Joint Implementation of Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development and the European Green Deal; and stresses the need for private financial flows to be directed towards sustainable projects and activities.

More information here

Alliance of Excellence for Research and Innovation on Aephoria (AE4RIA)

The Alliance of Excellence for Research and Innovation on Aephoria (AE4RIA) is the new initiative for collaboration between research institutions, innovation accelerators and science-policy interface networks, focused on sustainable development. Its mission is to facilitate a science driven and human centric transformation towards the joint implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals of UN Agenda 2030, the Paris Agreement on Climate Change and the European Green Deal. EAERE President Phoebe Koundouri is the Founder and scientific chair of AE4RIA which includes three research and innovation institutions that she founded and scientifically chairs: ReSEES Laboratory at Athens University of Economics and Business, Sustainable Development Unit (SD.U) at ATHENA Research Center, and International Centre for Research on the Environment and the Economy (ICRE8). AE4RIA also includes three innovation acceleration institutions: EIT Climate KIC Hub Greece, Maritime ClimAccelerator and BRIGAID Connect Association. AE4RIA also supports the following associations and science-policy networks: UN SDSN, SDSN Europe, SDSN Greece, Water Europe and Nexus Cluster.

Read the latest Newsletter here.
Article by Phoebe Koundouri et al. wins the 2021 Best Applied Paper by Benefit-Cost Analysis Journal

On Friday 18 March 2022, EAERE President Phoebe Koundouri and the other several authors received the prize for the Best Applied Article published by the Journal of Benefit-Cost Analysis. The article, titled *Open Access in Scientific Information: Sustainability Model and Business Plan for the Infrastructure and Organization of OpenAIRE*, can be accessed [here](#).

---

Summer School on Economic Foundations for Energy and Climate Policies

The European University Institute (FSR), Universidad Carlos III, DIW Berlin, Technical University Berlin, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, University College London and Université Libre de Bruxelles are organising the third edition of the PhD Summer School on “Economic Foundations for Energy and Climate Policies”. The Summer School will be held on **September 19-23, 2022** at the European University Institute, on the Tuscan hills surrounding Florence. The programme of the School will consist of four days (Monday afternoon to Friday morning) of teaching by prominent academics, supplemented by students’ presentations and a roundtable with policymakers. More information and applications [here](#).

---

GGKP Expert Connect

As a Green Growth Knowledge Platform member, EAERE has been asked to contribute to the GGKP Expert Connect service. The Expert Connect service allows developing country governments and institutions that support these governments to engage directly with global experts who have agreed to provide up to 20 hours a year of pro bono advice. If you are interested in participating as an expert, subscribe at this [link](#).
Policy News

EAERE President took part to 21st meeting of the Adaptation Committee
EAERE President Phoebe Koundouri was among the nominated experts to represent the UNFCCC Research and Independent NGOs (RINGO) at the 21st meeting of the Adaptation Committee. There were 14 discussion points outlined for the meeting, a summary for each of them is available on the UNFCCC AC21 web page.

New Public Consultations launched by the European Commission
The European Commission periodically launches public consultations about different policy areas. Through public consultations, you can express your views on the scope, priorities and added value of EU action for new initiatives, or evaluate existing policies and laws. Check out the latest open consultations available on topics relevant to the EAERE and give your feedback. Particularly, we would like to flag the Air quality - revision of EU rules consultation.
See all the Consultations

Upcoming Events
Check out the Agenda on the EAERE website! All major events in EnvEcon signalled to EAERE are listed there and classified by type. Below is a snapshot of the Agenda for the next month.
All the open positions signalled to EAERE are published on our LinkedIn webpage. If you wish to share a vacancy with us, write to ottavia.carlon@eaere.org copying eaere@eaere.org.

OPEN POSITIONS

OPEN POSITION

3 Positions for Researchers for the new programme Labour in the Low-Carbon Transition (LILT)
FEEM
Deadline: until filled

OPEN POSITION

Senior research scholar in applied economics
IIASA (BF Research Group)
Deadline: until filled

OPEN POSITION

Researchers (2) in land use modeling
IIASA (BF Research Group)
Deadline: until filled
OPEN POSITION

Climate Economist
RFF-CMCC European Institute on Economics and the Environment
Deadline: 31 July 2022

EAERE MEMBERS
Keep us in the Loop!

EAERE members are invited and encouraged to submit announcements for the EAERE Highlights newsletter, the website, and social media networks by sending an email to eaere@eaere.org.

Follow us!

European Association of Environmental and Resource Economists
Porta dell’Innovazione Building - 2nd Floor
Via della Libertà 12, Marghera-Venice, 30175 Italy
Phone: +39 041 2346065
Email: eaere@eaere.org
Website: www.eaere.org
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